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Many model diffraction problems, generated by the Helmholtz equation, can be
reduced to solving the infinite systems of linear algebraic equations SX s F. It
proves that often the operators S in these problems satisfy some operator identi-
ties of the form AS y SB s P PU , where A and B are diagonal matrices and1 2
matrices P and P have a finite number of columns. By the rigorous regulariza-1 2
tion and simultaneous application of the operator identity method one can justify
and significantly improve the procedure for solving such systems. The case of the
diffraction in the planar waveguide with a cross-sectional jump, absolutely soft
upper boundary, and absolutely hard lower boundary is thoroughly considered in
the paper as an example. In this case S is an infinite matrix, acting as an
unbounded operator. The reflection and transmission coefficients are expressed
explicitly via the action of Sy1 on two fixed columns, and the ways of obtaining
Sy1 on these columns are investigated. Q 2000 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Many model diffraction problems in acoustics and electrodynamics
generated by the Helmholtz equation, can be reduced to solving the
infinite systems of linear algebraic equations
SX s F 0.1Ž .m m
Ž w x . wsee 1, 7, 13 and references therein . It proves that operators S in 1, 7,
x13 satisfy the operator identity
AS y SB s P PU , 0.2Ž .1 2
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where A and B are diagonal matrices and matrices P and P have a1 2
Ž .finite number of columns. Identities of the form 0.2 were introduced in
w x Ž10 as an important tool for the inversion of structured operators see also
w x .12 and references therein . In case of the finite structured matrices this
Ž w x.identity was successfully used in many works see, for instance, 5, 8 . Here
we shall consider an example, when S is an infinite matrix acting as an
unbounded operator. By the rigorous regularization and simultaneous
application of the operator identity method one can justify and signifi-
cantly improve the procedure for solving such systems. Some of the results
w xwere announced earlier in 9 .
1. SOLVABILITY AND REGULARIZATION
Ž .Consider a planar waveguide with cross-sectional jump Fig. 1 . The
lower boundary G of the waveguide, given as a set1
G s x , ya : y‘ - x - 0 j 0, y : ya F y F yb 4  4Ž . Ž .1
j x , yb : 0 - x - ‘ a ) b ) 0 , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . 4is absolutely hard. The upper boundary G s x, 0 : y‘ - x - ‘ is2
absolutely soft. Suppose that the wide part of the waveguide contains the
1 2p iv x r am aw Ž . xincident mth proper wave P s sin p m q yra e , where v sm a2
212'k y m q r4 , the branch of the square root is chosen so thatŽ .2
FIG. 1. Planar waveguide with a cross-sectional jump.
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Ž .v q v G 0, i v y v G 0, and k is determined by the wave-m a m a m a m a
length and the properties of media. Let R and T denote the complexlm lm
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted eigenwaves, respectively. In
our problem the reflection coefficients R are obtained from the solutionlm
w x Ž . Ž .X s col R R . . . of system 0, 1 col means column . The matrixm 0 m 1m
Ž .S and the vector F in 0.1 have a block formm
fC D q D C DŽ . 1m1 1 2 1 3S s , F s , 1.1Ž .m fC D 2 m2 1
Ž .where D 1 F p F 3 are diagonal matricesp
 4  4D s diag v , v , . . . , D s diag v , v , . . . ,1 0 a 1a 2 0 b 1b
1.2Ž .
1 3 5D s diag , , , . . . , 43 2 2 2
with v given bym b
2 212'v s k y m q r 2u , i v y v G 0, u s bra.Ž . Ž .Ž .m b m b m b2
Suppose that u is an irrational number. Then matrices C and vectors fp pm
Ž .p s 1, 2 are defined by the following expressions for their elements:
1cos pu l qŽ .Ž .2
c s ,1k l 2 21 12l q u y k qŽ . Ž .2 2
1.3Ž .
k l1 1 1y1 cos pu l q l q 1 y u y y1 k qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2
c s ,2 k l 2 221 1l q 1 y u y k qŽ .Ž . Ž .2 2
1f s v y v m q c , f s v c ,Ž . Ž .1k m m a k b 1k m 2 k m m a 2 k m2 1.4Ž .
0 F k , l - ‘.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Notice that relations 0.1 and 1.1 ] 1.4 are drawn by the standard
˜w xmatching method which was also used in 7, 13 . Let l and l denote the2 2
 4‘sequence spaces of vectors h s h with the norms given byk ks0
‘ ‘
2 2 2 215 5 < < 5 5 < <h s h and h s k q h ,Ž .Ý Ýqk k2
ks0 ks0
respectively. Taking into account energetical considerations, we see that
˜vectors X have to belong to l . As we remarked above, S is anm 2
˜unbounded operator defined on linear manifold M ; l :2
n
1˜M s h: h g l , lim h cos pu k q s c - ‘ . 1.5Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý2 k 2½ 5n“‘ ks0
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PROPOSITION 1.1. There exists the unique solution X g M of the system
SX s F , 1.6Ž .
with F g l [ l .2 2
Proof. The sets of functions
‘ ‘1 1y1 y1' '2ra sin p a l q y , 2rb sin p b l q y , and 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2ls0 ls0
‘y1 1'2r a y b sin p a y b l q a y yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .½ 52 ls0
Ž . Ž . Ž .form orthonormal bases in L 0, a , L 0, b , and L b, a , respectively.2 2 2
Ž .Let ?, ? denote the scalar product in the corresponding space. Let usL2
introduce operators
lq1 1y1'U s y1 2ra sin p a k q y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž½1 2
‘
1y1'2rb sin p b l q y ,Ž .Ž . . 5Ž .2 L 0, b2 k , ls0
1y1'U s 2ra sin p a k q y ,Ž .Ž .½ ž2 2
‘
y1 1'2r a y b sin p a y b l q a y y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . 5/2 Ž .L b , a2 k , ls0
It can be easily seen that the operator with matrix representation
2 1r2U U3r2U UU s s u D C 1 y u CŽ .1 2 3 1 2p
unitarily acts from l [ l onto l . Hence the operator2 2 2
4
U U3u D C 1 y u CV s 1.7Ž . Ž .3 1 22p
is bounded together with its inverse. Using the regulizer V we rewrite
Ž .system 1.6 in the form
S Z s DyŽ1 r2.VF s F , 1.8Ž .0 3
where
S s Dy1D q 4u 3rp 2 D1r2 CUD C D1r2 , Z s D1r2 X . 1.9Ž .Ž .0 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 3
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In view of the boundedness of V, we see that the operator D CU is3 1
bounded. Therefore the operator
D1r2 CUD1r23 1 3
s u 1r2 C D1 3
‘
1 1¡ ƒl q cos pu l q' Ž .2 2~ ¥y
1 1 1 1¢ §u l q q k q u l q q k q' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 2 2 2
k , ls0
is also bounded, which yields finally the boundedness of S .0
U Ž U . Ž .Notice that D q D G 0, i D y D G 0 k s 1, 2 . Then by defini-k k k k
Ž . Ž .tions 1.2 and 1.9 we have
ker S s 0. 1.10Ž .0
1 U2 2 1r2 1r2Ž .The operator I q 2u rp D C D C D , where I denotes the iden-3 1 3 1 32
Ž .tity, is strictly positive and hence may be presented as n I q K , where1
5 5K - 1, n ) 0. Then the representation1
˜S s in I q K q K s in I q K I q K 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 1 2
˜ Ž . Ž .with compact operators K and K follows. Relations 1.10 and 1.112
˜mean that S is boundedly invertible in l . Moreover, from F g l it0 2 2
follows that
X s DyŽ1 r2.Sy1 F g M . 1.12Ž .3 0
˜Indeed, X g l and it remains to prove that2
1r2 y y ??? y 0 ???lim Y n D X - ‘ Y n s ,Ž . Ž . 0 1 nž3
n“‘
Ž .y 1r21 1y s l q cos pu l q . 1.13Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . /l 2 2
With rather long but trivial calculations one can show that
U1r2 1r2w-lim D C D Y n s 0, 1.14Ž . Ž .3 1 3
n“‘
Ž .where w-lim is the weak limit in l . According to 1.14 we get2
lim Y n D1r2 CUD C D1r2D1r2 X s 0. 1.15Ž . Ž .3 1 2 1 3 3
n“‘
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Ž . 1r2 Ž . Ž .Taking into account that lim Y n S D X s lim Y n F - ‘, from 1.90 3
n“‘ n“‘
Ž .and 1.15 we obtain
lim Y n Dy1D D1r2 X - ‘; 1.16Ž . Ž .3 1 3
n“‘
Ž .i.e., 1.13 is also true.
Ž . Ž .Notice also that by 1.11 the solution of system 1.8 may be approxi-
mated by the finite selection method.
2. STRUCTURE OF S
Put now
2 y2u D 03 y2A s , B s D . 2.1Ž .32 y20 1 y u DŽ . 3
Then operator S satisfies the operator identity
AS y SB s P PU , 2.2Ž .1 2
where P and P are the three-column matrices:1 2
D g g 02
P s ,1 0 1 y u D g yD gŽ . 5 3 2.3Ž .
U UD D g D D D g D D gP s ,3 4 1 3 4 1 52
D s diag cos pur2 , . . . , cos pu k q 1r2 , . . . , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .4
 4D s diag ,1, y1, 1, y1, . . .5
222g s col .2 2r3 ??? 2r 2k q 1 ???Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .From 2.2 it follows that
Sy1A y BSy1 s Sy1 P PUSy1 . 2.4Ž .1 2
Hence, putting
‘ ‘Uy1 y1  4  4S P P S s , 2.5q q Ž .1 2 1 lm 2 lml , ms0 l , ms0
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we have
y1 w xS s T T , 2.6Ž .1 2
‘2 2q l q 1r2 m q 1r2Ž . Ž .1 lm
T s ,1 2 22½ 5u l q 1r2 y m q 1r2Ž . Ž . l , ms0
‘2 2q l q 1r2 m q 1r2Ž . Ž .2 lm
T s .2 2 2 2½ 51 y u l q 1r2 y m q 1r2Ž . Ž . Ž . l , ms0
Therefore we can express Sy1 explicitly via Sy1 P and PUSy1.1 2
However, one can find all the information that is necessary to construct
y1 ˜ ˜X in the two-column matrix S P, where P consists of the first andm
third columns of P :1
D g 02 1 0 0UP˜ s P a s , a s .1 0 yD g 0 0 13
To construct X in this way we shall need some preparation. Let usm
introduce matrix functions W and W ,A B
y1U y1W l s I y P S A y lI P ,Ž . Ž .A 3 2 1
2.7Ž .
y1U y1W l s I q P B y lI S P ,Ž . Ž .B 3 2 1
where I is the identity matrix, and I is the finite identity matrix of order3
Ž Ž .y1 2 2 .3. Notice that the columns of P and A y lI P belong to l [ l .1 1
Ž .Matrix functions of the form 2.7 are the so called transfer functions from
Ž .the system theory; in the case of the additional property 2.2 they were
w xintroduced by L. Sakhnovich 11 and are called the transfer functions of
Ž .the S-node. By 2.4 we have
B y lI Sy1 s Sy1 A y lI y Sy1 P PUSy1 . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .From 2.7 and 2.8 it follows that
y1y1 y1B y lI S A y lI P s S P W l . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Notice now that according to the definitions 1.1 , 1.4 , 2.1 , and 2.3 the
Ž .right-hand side of 0.1 may be presented in the form
y1F s A y l I P d , 2.10Ž . Ž .m m 1 m
1 1ycos pu m q r m qŽ . Ž .Ž .2 2
y2 1 11 v cos pu m q r m qŽ . Ž .Ž .l s m q , d s .Ž . m a 2 2m m2
2m 1y1 v r m qŽ . Ž .m a 2
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Ž . w xAs in the proof of 2.10 we can show that for e s col 0 ??? 0 1 0 ???m
we have
1 1cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2y1Se s A y l I P d q 2 . 2.11Ž . Ž .0m m 1 m 1m q 02 0
Ž .Using 2.11 we prove an auxiliary lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. The ¤ectors eU Sy1 P ne¤er turn to zero.m 1
U y1 Ž .Proof. Suppose that e S P s 0. Then by 2.9 we getm 1
y1U y1e S A y lI P s 0.Ž .m 1
Ž .On the other hand formula 2.11 leads to the contradicting equality
1 1cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2y1U y1e S A y l I P d q 2 s 1.Ž . 0m m 1 m 1m q 02 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Relations 0.1 , 2.10 , and 2.9 yield
B y l I X s B y l I Sy1F s Sy1 P W l d . 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m m 1 A m m
Notice that the mth element of the diagonal matrix B equals l , andm
B y l I is not invertible. Therefore we introduce matrices B with q1m m
U Ž .added to the mth element: B s B q e e . The formula 2.12 is basicm m m
for the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.2. The ¤ector X , with the elements that are the reflectionm
coefficients R corresponding to the mth eigenwa¤e, can be constructed bylm
the formula
y1 y1 ˜X s B y l I S P¤ q u e . 2.13Ž . Ž .m m m m m m
2 Ž .The coefficients ¤ g C and u g C in 2.13 are defined ¤ia 3 = 2m m
 43matrices Z and C s c ,m m k m ks1
y1U U U Uy1 y1˜ ˜Z s a q P B y l I S P y P e e S P , 2.14Ž . Ž .m 2 m m 2 m m
1 0 0
a s ,
0 0 1
v y1 0c s Z ,m a1m m
mq 1 1 1c s Z ,0 1 y1 m q cos pu m qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 m m2 2 2.15Ž .
U y1 ˜c s e S P ,3m m
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by the formulas
1 12v cos pu m qŽ .Ž .m a 2 y1U U¤ s y C C C , 2.16Ž . Ž .0m m m m1m q 2 0
1 w xm q Z ¤1 0 0Ž . m m2
u s y 1 q . 2.17Ž .m 1ž /cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2
Proof. We shall prove at first the equality
hU y1w xP S s 0 2.180 1 0 Ž .2 0
for all vectors h g l . As2
w x U y1 1r2P D D s Y0 1 0 2 1 3
Ž .y 1r21 1w xY s y y . . . , y s l q cos pu l q ,Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .0 1 l 2 2
Ž .so by Proposition 1.1 and 1.8 we have
hU y1w xP S0 1 0 2 0
hy1 1r2 y1s YD D D S1 3 3 ž /0
hU3 2 1r2 1r2 1r2 y1s Y S y 4u rp D C D C D D S .Ž .Ž .0 3 1 2 1 3 3 ž /0
Ž .Taking into account 1.15 one can simplify this equality:
h hU y1 1r2 y1w xP S s Y S D S .0 1 0 Ž .2 0 30 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1r2 y1 yŽ1r2.According to 1.6 , 1.8 , and 1.9 we get S D S s D V. Hence0 3 3
Ž .from 1.7 it follows that
h hU Uy1 yŽ1r2. 3 2 1r2w xP S s YD V s 4u rp YD C h.0 1 0 Ž .2 3 3 10 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Applying now 1.14 we obtain 2.18 . From 1.1 , 1.2 , 1.4 , and 2.18 it
follows that
w x U y1 w x UP S F s P e . 2.190 1 0 0 1 0 Ž .2 m 2 m
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Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž .By 2.7 , 2.10 , and 2.19 we get W l d s 0; i.e.,0 1 0 A m m
W l d s aUaW l d . 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž .A m m A m m
Ž . Ž .Formulas 2.12 and 2.20 yield
y1 ˜B y l I X s S PaW l d . 2.21Ž . Ž . Ž .m m A m m
Ž .Formula 2.21 implies that if we put
¤ s aW l d , 2.22Ž . Ž .m A m m
Ž .there exists a coefficient u such that 2.13 is true. Let us prove thatm
Ž . Ž .definitions 2.22 and 2.16 coincide. Consider matrix functions W andA
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.W . From 2.2 and 2.7 one easily draws see 11 thatB
W l W l s I . 2.23Ž . Ž . Ž .B A 3
Moreover matrix function W has a first order pole at l and admits aB m
representation
V2
W l s V l q , 2.24Ž . Ž . Ž .B 1 l y lm
where V is the analytic in the neighborhood of the l matrix function1 m
given by
y1 y1U U Uy1 y1V l s I q P B y lI S P y 1 q l y l P e e S P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 2 m 1 m 2 m m 1
2.25Ž .
and V is the matrix given by2
V s yPUe eU Sy1 P . 2.26Ž .2 2 m m 1
Ž . Ž .According to 2.23 and 2.24 we have
dWA
V W l s 0, V l W l q V l s I . 2.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 A m 1 m A m 2 m 3dl
Ž . Ž .By virtue of 2.26 and the first of the equalities 2.27 we obtain
eU Sy1 P W l s 0. 2.28Ž . Ž .m 1 A m
Ž . Ž .From 2.26 and the second of the equalities 2.27 we obtain
h V l W l s hŽ . Ž .m 1 m A m m
v y1 0m a
for h s , 2.29Ž .mq 1m 1 10 1 y1 m q cos pu m qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
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as one can see that h V s 0. Since by Lemma 2.1 eU Sy1 P / 0, formu-m 2 m 1
Ž . Ž . U y1las 2.28 and 2.29 yield the linear independence of the vector e S Pm 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and the rows of h V l . Notice now that definitions 2.14 and 2.15m 1 m
Ž .and formula 2.25 imply
c1mU U U Uy1Z s V l a , s h V l a , c s e S P a .Ž . Ž .m 1 m m 1 m 3m m 1c2 m
2.30Ž .
Hence matrices C have rank 2 and therefore matrices CU C arem m m
Ž .invertible. We see that the right hand side of 2.16 is well defined. Taking
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .into account 2.20 and 2.30 from 2.28 and 2.29 we obtain
h dm mC aW l d s . 2.31Ž . Ž .m A m m 0
Ž .Now rewrite 2.31 as
1 12v cos pu m qŽ .Ž .m a 2y s C aW l d . 2.32Ž . Ž .0 m A m m1m q 2 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Substitute 2.32 into the right-hand side of 2.16 . We see that 2.16 is
Ž . Ž . Ž .equivalent to 2.22 , and representation 2.13 with ¤ given by 2.22 wasm
already proved.
U y1 y1 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 2.20 , 2.22 , and 2.23 it follows that e B y l I S P¤m m m m
Ž . Us 0. Therefore in 2.13 we have u s e X ; i.e., u equals the mthm m m m
Ž .element of X . To prove 2.17 it remains to show thatm
1 w xm q Z ¤1 0 0Ž . m m2Ue X s y 1 q . 2.33Ž .m m 1ž /cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .For this purpose we need some preparation. By 0.1 and 2.10 we have
y1U U y1e X s e S A y l I P d . 2.34Ž . Ž .m m m m 1 m
 4Recall that B s diag l , . . . , l , . . . and hence0 m
y1 y1U Uy1 y1e B y lI S A y lI P s l y l e S A y lI P .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1 m m 1
Ž . UThen multiplying both sides of the equality 2.9 by e and taking deriva-m
tives of the results at l s l we obtainm
dWAy1U Uy1 y1e S A y l I P s ye S P l . 2.35Ž . Ž . Ž .m m 1 m 1 mdl
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Ž . Ž .Relations 2.34 and 2.35 yield
dWAU U y1e X s ye S P l d . 2.36Ž . Ž .m m m 1 m mdl
Ž .Notice that the second equality in 2.27 implies
dWAw xV l d1 0 0 Ž .2 m mdl
1cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2 w xs y y V l W l d . 2.371 0 0 Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m A m m1m q 2
Ž . Ž .Substitute 2.26 into the formula 2.37 and take into account the defini-
Ž .tion of P in 2.4 :2
1cos pu m q dWŽ .Ž . A2 U y1y e S P l dŽ .m 1 m m1m q dl2
1cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2 w xs y y V l W l d . 2.381 0 0 Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m A m m1m q 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .According to 2.20 , 2.22 , and 2.30 we rewrite the right-hand side of
Ž .2.38 as
1cos pu m q dWŽ .Ž . A2 U y1y e S P l dŽ .m 1 m m1m q dl2
1cos pu m qŽ .Ž .2 w xs y y Z ¤ . 2.391 0 0 Ž .m m1m q 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Equalities 2.36 and 2.39 prove 2.33 .
Ž . Ž .It is essential that the matrices Z and C in 2.14 and 2.15 arem m
y1 ˜ Ž .expressed via S P. Therefore the vectors ¤ in 2.16 and the constantsm
y1 ˜Ž .u in 2.17 are expressed via S P also. Thus Proposition 2.1 states thatm
to define all the reflection coefficients R we must only know the actionlm
y1 ˜of S on the two columns of P.
3. THE INVERSE OF S ON TWO VECTORS
y1 ˜ Ž .Proposition 1.1 gives us a good way of calculating S P. Namely by 1.8
Ž .and 1.9 we have
y1 ˜ yŽ1 r2. y1 yŽ1r2. ˜S P s D S D V P . 3.1Ž .3 0 3
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y1 ˜The other way of calculating S P is to obtain two columns X and Xk l
with some fixed values of k and l as an experimental data and to express
y1 ˜S P and all other columns X via these two columns. Putm
U Ud y P X d y P XG k , l s a . 3.2Ž . Ž .k 2 k l 2 l
PROPOSITION 3.1. In the case 4k / 2m q 1 there always exist ¤alues k
y1 ˜Ž .and l such that the 2 = 2 matrix G k, l is in¤ertible. Then the matrix S P
may be constructed by the formula
y1y1 ˜ B y l I X B y l I XŽ . Ž .S P s G k , l . 3.3Ž . Ž .k k l l
Ž . Ž .Proof. According to 0.1 and 2.10 we have
y1y1S A y l I P d s X m G 0 . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1 m m
Ž . Ž .By 2.7 and 3.4 we get
W l d s d y PU X m G 0 . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .A m m m 2 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Taking into account 3.2 , 3.5 , and 2.21 we see that
aW l d aW l dŽ . Ž .G k , l s ,Ž . A k k A l l
3.6Ž .
y1 ˜B y l I X B y l I XŽ . Ž . s S PG k , l .Ž .k k l l
Ž .Let us prove now that G k, l is invertible for some k and l. Notice that if
Ž . Ž .¤ s 0, from 2.13 and 2.17 we draw X s ye . Substitute ye andm m m m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.10 into 0.1 . The result contradicts the definitions 1.1 ] 1.4 of S and
Ž .F ; i.e., the vectors ¤ s aW l d cannot turn into zero. Noticem m A m m
˜further that the columns of P are linearly independent. Hence there exist
U y1 ˜ U y1 ˜values k and l such that the vectors e S P and e S P are linearlyk l
Ž . Ž .independent. As according to 2.20 and 2.28
U y1 ˜ U y1 Ue S P¤ s e S P a aW l d s 0,Ž .m m m 1 A m m
we see that the nonzero vectors ¤ and ¤ from C2 are linearly indepen-k l
Ž .dent also. Therefore det G k, l / 0 and the statement of the proposition
Ž .follows from 3.6 .
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4. TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
The matching method gives the following connection between the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients:
y1y2 2¡2 1 uk U~ w xT s y1 u k q P B y I X1 0 0Ž .k m 2 m2ž / 1¢ ž /p 2 k qŽ .2
ƒ1 ¥y m q c . 4.1Ž .1k mž / §2
Ž . Ž w x .The operator identity 2.2 yields see 12 and references therein the
equality
y1 y1 y1U y1P B y lI S A y zI P s l y z W l W z y I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 B A 3
4.2Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 3.4 , 4.1 , and 4.2 it follows that
212 m qŽ .2k w xT s y1 u 1 0 0Ž .k m 2 21 12½p u m q y k qŽ . Ž .2 2
u 2 1
= W W d y dB A m m2 21 1ž /ž /ž /k q m qŽ . Ž .2 2
1
y m q c . 4.3Ž .1k mž / 52
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In view of definitions 1.3 and 2.10 and of formula 2.20 , from 4.3 we
draw
2k 1 2y1 u m q 2 uŽ . Ž .2 w xT s W1 0 0k m B2 2 21 1 12 ž /pu m q y k q k qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
1
U= a aW d . 4.4Ž .A m21ž /m qŽ .2
Ž . Ž .Taking into account 2.22 and 4.4 and putting
Uk 2 w xg s y1 u 2rp aW u l col ,1 0 0Ž . Ž . Ž .k B k
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we obtain Ambartsumjan]Chandrasekhar]Sobolev type formulas for the
transmission coefficients
21m qŽ .2 UT s g ¤ ,k m k m2 21 12u m q y k qŽ . Ž .2 2
with vectors depending on only one parameter on the right-hand side.
5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a rigorous and analytically and computationally
optimal approach to the diffraction problems in simple waveguides. The
formulas are extended for the case of rational valued u after the evident
Ž .kq1 Ž . Ž .modifications c s y1 pr 2k q 1 if u 2 l q 1 s 2k q 1 and c1k l 2 k l
Ž . l Ž . Ž .Ž .s y1 r 2k q 1 if 1 y u 2 l q 1 s 2k q 1.
Analogous results were obtained for the case of the eigenwave in the
narrow part of the planar waveguide with a cross-sectional jump and can
w xbe obtained for the waveguides mentioned in 13 . It would be interesting
to apply this approach to different kinds of structured singular integral
operators which are also used in similar situations. For other fields where
the inversion of the structured matrices and operators is of great impor-
w xtance see 2]4, 6, 12 .
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